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WHAT IS THE SAMMONS CENTER FOR THE ARTS?
The Sammons Center for the Arts grows the arts, in and for this community, by providing essential support uniquely focused on the needs of local performing artists, arts groups, audiences, and arts education to enrich the lives of people of all ages and backgrounds.

YOUR SUPPORT PROVIDES
Cultural Community Resources
• Office space for 15 resident groups representing all performing arts disciplines
• Low-cost rental space for another 90 other groups year-round
• Support, resources, and education for small and midsize groups

Mission Outreach
• Workshops and professional development opportunities for emerging groups
• Support of Dallas Arts Month and Dallas Jazz Appreciation Month each April
• Collaboration with arts leaders advancing arts and culture in our community
• Youth jazz outreach concerts in the summer

Performances
• Sammons Jazz - the longest running jazz series in North Texas
• Sammons Cabaret - the Great American Songbook and contemporary vocal music
• Sammons Discovery - unique genres, musicians, and instruments

All concerts are proud to showcase talented local artists.
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Fifteen small to midsize performing arts groups call the Sammons Center “home.” Many are emerging, culturally diverse, and benefit from mentoring, assistance, and proximity to more established companies. Although it is often described as an “Incubator,” the Center is more like a “Greenhouse.” Your support helps create a nurturing environment so these groups can grow and thrive.

Academy of Bangla Arts & Culture
Greater Dallas Youth Orchestra
African American Repertory Theater
The Mexico Institute
Beckles Dancing Company
New Arts Six
Cara Mia Theatre Co.
Turtle Creek Chorale
Dallas Area Cultural Advocacy Coalition
USA Dance Dallas
Dance Council of North Texas
Voices of Change
Dallas Swing Dance Society
The Women’s Chorus of Dallas
Cara Mía Theatre Co.
Dallas Area Cultural Advocacy Coalition
Dallas Swing Dance Society
Dance Council of North Texas
Fine Arts Chamber Players

An additional 90 arts and cultural organizations use the Center each year for meetings, rehearsals, auditions, and performances.
SAMMONS CENTER FOR THE ARTS BELIEVES...

The arts should be accessible to all

The arts ecosystem needs both small and large organizations

The arts help build community and provoke new thinking

The arts are a core asset of any thriving economy

2019 SPECIAL PERFORMANCES AT THE CENTER

Andy Timmons and fellow guitarist Nick Knirk performed music from artists as varied as Django Reinhardt and The Ventures to Jeff Beck and Queen.

Born in Bolivia, blind with cerebral palsy, piano prodigy José Andrés performed in a concert benefiting the Envision Dallas Lighthouse for the Blind.

Known for playing two guitars at once, Rhett Butler reprised his trademark hammer-on playing style in this rare North Texas appearance.

Stockton Helbing and his band performed “Famous Beats Through Pop History” at the second annual Brews Bites & Beats event.

The Center plans at least two Sammons Discovery concerts each year highlighting unique genres and instruments.
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“I took free acting classes as a teenager at the Sammons Center for the Arts...”

“Now I perform at events and host recitals for my own music studio in Meadows and Kurth Hall. I know that our students being exposed to an arts center like Sammons not only builds their musicianship but also shows them the importance of being an arts patron right where they live.”

- Miriam Morales
Director, Music with Miriam

“There are so many advantages to having our office in Sammons, not the least of which is the community...”

“I can simply visit the office next door with a question, attend another tenant’s performance, and chat with a different organization’s executive director when we bump into each other at the grocery store and realize we’re neighbors in real life, too. I often get other tenants’ input, give advice when asked, and we celebrate one another’s successes.”

- Emily Guthrie
Executive Director, Fine Arts Chamber Players

“Now I perform at events and host recitals for my own music studio in Meadows and Kurth Hall. I know that our students being exposed to an arts center like Sammons not only builds their musicianship but also shows them the importance of being an arts patron right where they live.”

- Miriam Morales
Director, Music with Miriam

“For Bandon Koro, the Sammons Center is like home...”

“Every Saturday, we embrace walking into such a warm, beautiful, well-lit space to gather with our family, friends and community and share our love, culture and tradition. We have had classes, conferences, performances and meetings in the facility and it fits our needs for each event.”

- Ixchel Frierson
Marketing & Operations Manager, Bandan Koro African Drum & Dance

75,043 PEOPLE PARTICIPATED IN ARTS & CULTURE AT THE CENTER
100+ NONPROFIT ARTS GROUPS PARTICIPATED IN TRAININGS AND WORKSHOPS TO GROW & THRIVE
17,400 YOUTH VISITED THE SAMMONS CENTER TO EXPERIENCE ARTS & CULTURE
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SAMMONS CENTER FOR THE ARTS
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY
Fiscal Year: September 1, 2018 - August 31, 2019

Revenue $957,500
Grants & Contributions ................................................................. 500,100
Arts Programs & Services ......................................................... 290,600
Investment & Other Income ...................................................... 166,800

Expenses $926,100
Arts Programs & Services ......................................................... 763,100
Fundraising ................................................................................. 95,700
Administration ........................................................................... 67,300

Change in Net Assets ............................................................... $31,400

The Sammons Center places surplus funds in a capital reserve to cover repairs and major replacements. Investment income is used strictly for operational costs that are not covered directly by grants and contributed income.
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL SAMMONS DONORS

JANUARY 1, 2019 - DECEMBER 31, 2019

CORPORATE
Alkon, Stump, Stiassny, Hauer & Feld LLP
Birch, Morey & Sommers LLP
Dallas Door Designs
Dallas Tourism Public Improvement District
The Dallas Foundation
Dallas Arts District Foundation
Communities Foundation of Texas
City of Dallas Office of Arts & Culture
Boeckman Family Foundation
Better Together Fund
GOVERNMENT & FOUNDATIONS
Watels.Com
The Village Gardeners
Strata Wealth Advisors, LLC
Sammons Enterprises Inc
Metropolitan Press
Lane Gorman Trubitt, LLC
Tony Hakim & The Kitchen Café
Dallas Door Designs
BKM Sowan Horan, LLP
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld LLP
CORPORATE
JANUARY 1, 2019 - DECEMBER 31, 2019

SAMMONS DONORS
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL

Kay & Kent Ellingson
Kelly & Mary Durbin
Joe & Cindy Derrick
Charlie Dean
Cole S. Davis
Christie & John Davis
Mary Anne Cree
Carla & Chris Cree
Fred & Evelyn Cooper
Michael & Jodi Cope
Carla & Chris Cope
Mary Anne Cree
Carol Crowe
Claire & Dale Cunningham
Danny Curry
Mary d’Elterre
Christie & John Davis
Cole S. Davis
Chelsea Dear
Joe & Cindy Derrick
Kelly & Mary Durbin
Tamara Elkins
Kay & Kent Ellingson
Antia Engles
Laura Estrella
Evelyn & Chip Fagadau
James Farrell
Geetali & Dr.
Stanley Feld
Luis & Ross Finkelman
Faynette Fort & Paul Finkelman
Nancy Franks
James & Mary Fulton
Hannah & Brent Garcia
Barbara Garden
Richard Gold
Read & Steve Gendler
Lilli Gilby
Pauline Glavner
Charles & Mary Griffith
Evelyn Hill
Susan & Michael Holzman
Sue & Dan Hauger
Lisa & Sally Hamilton
Hans Hansen
Susan & T. Harde
Carol & Mary Hardin
C.P. Henry
Freddy & Hector Ninjosa
John Hogue
Jan & Carrie Holmes
Kari & Shelton Hopkins
Michael & Mary
William & Jeanne Huling
Gardine L. Olimpio
Jo Kurth Jagoda
Augustine Jalomo
Gladys Johnson
Carolyn Lee Jones
Robert D. Jones
Jeff Kemp
Dianne Kennedy
Anita Kinney
Kenton & David Kirby
Lauren LaChance
Chad Barker
Karen & John Lansden
Bradley Laver
Barbara & Stan Levenson
Inter J. Lewis
Veletta & John Lill
Kelli Lindquist
Mary Lockler
Lucinda Longford
Betty & Jerry Lorch
Linda Loring
Lara Loring
Linda Mastaglio
Gwyn & Wilson Mason
Linda Mastaglo
Tom Mayo
Astrid Merriman
Ronald Miglini
Arturo Molina
Maureen Muncaster
Herdeckine Nash
Carlos Norris-Hopkins
Jim & Deborah Nugent
Sandrine J. Olimpio,
C. Parisi Lippman
Kari & Larry Oliom
Joe Pacetti
Heather Paterson & Walter Peterson
Cathy & Ron Peace
Hank & Beverly Pearson
Na and Ted Pinto
Linda & Larry Pettry
Joe & Rosemary Prat
Nancy & Chris Poinsette
Judy Pollock
Patty Pressley
Tom & Debbie Rhoades
Joel & Basil Rich
Lynne Richardson
Phil & Stephanie Ritter
C. Beth Roberts
Sonja Bliger
Romanoz
Deede Rose
Eleanor Roydace
Paris & Lynne
Rutherford
Felix & Maggie Saucedo
Brittany Schnupp
Terry & Peggy Schupp
Carey & Judy Schulten
Diana Sheehan
Nancy Shutt
Larry & Gail Smith
Suzanne Smith
Joanne & Ben St. Angelo
LaRee & Alan Stein
Michael Stern
Helen & Frank
Stevenson
Jessica Stewart Lendvay
Jessica Stewart-Gordon
Norma & Donald Stone
Betty Swenson
John & Mary Ann Tatum
Resyn & Rex Thompson
Tom Timmins
Sandy Tomlinski
Marguerite Trapp
Nan and Ted Pinto
Nancy Ungerman
Suzanne Ullee
Peter & Peggy Walker
Bill & Elainy Wang
Judy Watson
Herschel Ables, Weslford
Robert Ward
Shane West
Jane Wetzel
Craig Whipple
Anne & Paul Whitmore
Lori D. Whitlow
Briol Eliott Wilson
Bruce Williams
Kristin & Ben Wilson
Gina Wolk

Thank you so much. Your friendship and support mean the world to us.
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL SAMMONS MEMBERS

January 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019

Arthur M. Agulnek
Jack Allary
Gary Anderson
Ruth Andres
Alice Baltierra
Carolyn J. Barta
Loris Anthony Beckles
and Will Handy
Lori Bensing and Scott Stolley
Bill and Gwynn Beil
Reich and Mark Boettin
Margaret and Bill Bogle
Paul Bonavia
Yvonne and Walter Breen
Brenda Brewer
Scott Bradley Brown
Edwin and Kathy Buffin
Rebel Calhoun
Linda and Bob Carroll
Angelina and Dennis Chambers
Kent and Rosemary Christy
Deborah Ann Claborn
Shelley Clayton
Susan and Bill Collins
Evelyn and Fred Cooper
Rebecca Cordes and Brian Eisenhower
Mary Jane and Richard Cox
Cat and Tom Cranford
Paula Crivello
Rebecca Crook and Fred Criswell
Linda and Ron Davis
Christine and John Davis
Alice and Ron Davis
Cindy and Joe Dorsey
Lorna Dion and Ron Davis
Debra and Bill Dubois
Glen Duncan
Evelyn Dunn
Mark and Debbie Edwards
Samantha and John Esposito
Richard and Renee Elias
Cheryl Engelmann and Mark Dyslin
Kathy Ferguson
Laura Estrada
Gina Wolk
Moody D. Younger

"Sammons Jazz at 30." A commissioned work by celebrated artist/illustrator Bart Forbes commemorated the 30th anniversary of Sammons Jazz in 2019.
THANK YOU FOR HELPING US GROW THE ARTS!

3630 Harry Hines Blvd. Dallas, TX 75219
P: (214) 520-7788 | F: (214) 522-9174
www.sammonsartcenter.org